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Scope & rationale
The experience of information scientists can be particularly useful in 
communication design. Understanding of these processes is connected 
with psychology and neuroscience studies, that means a collaboration 
between information and cognitive scientists. Evolvement the 
designers into research become essential to develop library services 
and the interaction with readers. This needs to intensify eye-tracking 
research in library environment and broaden discussion. The session 
includes the issues of distinct experiments regarding to library 
environment:

• cognitive processes and perception;

• UX of library services through eye-tracking,

• eye tracking in e-learning.
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PResenters

Grzegorz Osinski, PhD

The Head of the Institute of Computer Sciences at the College of Social 
and Media Culture.

He is computer scientist, neuroscientist and physicist. My current 
research is based on nonlinear dynamics algorithms applied on 
biomedical sciences. 

His particular interests are experiments on visual perception showing 
the important role of nonlinear processes in the process of creating 
impressions in the mind. The other interests are cognitive aspects of 
neural activity in education and communication processes.



PResenters

Veslava Osinska, PhD

I’m an Adiunct in the Institute of Information Science and Book Studies. 
I received MSc degree in physics and PhD - in Information science. 

My research concerns information visualization methods and their 
application to represent knowledge.

I just fininished NCN grant "Structure and dynamics study analysis by 
means of Infovis: (www.wizualizacjanauki.umk.pl). In 2013-2017 i was 
participating in COST network: Analyzing the dynamics of information 
and knowledge landscapes - KNOWeSCAPE (TD 1210). 

I prefer to do practical things, such as visualizing knowledge or 
scientific results. 



PResenters

Adam Szalach, MA, eng.

He graduated from the field of Journalism and Social 
Communication and Engineering at the College of Social and 
Media Culture. 
Currently he is a PhD student at the Nicolaus Copernicus 
University.
In his research he deals with the issues of readability and usability 
of internet and e-learning websites using eye tracking technology.
He concentrates on the issue of the readability of analytical tools 
for Google Analytics webmasters and pilot studies of information 
architecture on the e-learning portals such as Fronter and Moodle.



Eyetracking Experiment Using Book Covers
Visual data analysis in reference to mind space mapping

Veslava Osinska Nicolaus Copernicus University in Torun, Poland

Grzegorz Osinski College of Social and Media Culture, Poland



Collections of Book Covers



Research Questions

• How do potential readers spread their perceptual attention in 
confrontation with an unknown series of covers ?

• What is effective coposition of book covers from the perspective of 
user’s attention.

• Space mapping in this proces



The experiment

• Eyetracker Eyetribe - 60 Hz
• Open Source Ogama, version 0.5514 
• 3 variables: 

1. Composition Layout (circular, random, tabular)
2. Image set
3. Book covers style

• Graphic filters of images
1. specify whether or not the random layout is optically balanced; 
2. detect the greatest contrasts of light and shade; 
3. compare the perceptions of a positive and a negative images. 

• 25 respondents (31% men, 69% women) | 6 s /person



Layouts

Random Circular



Main measures

• Heatmaps are visualizations which show the general distribution of 
gaze points.

• Fixation map (fixations, i.e. focusing sight on a given element and 
saccades which are quick movements of the eye between successive 
fixations)

fixation, a period in which our eyes are locked toward a specific object. 
Typically, the fixation duration is 100 – 300 ms.

• Gaze plots display movement sequence, order and duration of gaze 
fixation. Displays gaze motion of each respondent separately.



Fixasions and saccades during reading

Constanze Wartenberg, Constanze Wartenberg. Daily newspaper 
layout - designers' predictions of readers' visual behaviour - a case 
study. Lund University Cognitive Studies, 126, 2005.



Attention maps



Attention maps for negative images



Fixation maps



First fixations



Gaze plots



Problem: What we really see and what the eye tracer measures 



How we see a real world?

Classical explanation (neurobiology)

Giorgio Morandi

„Games of perception”

„What we see is a metaphor and has no relation

to how the world really looks”



TWO VISUAL PATHS 

TWO VISUAL WORLD: LOGICAL (Realistic) and EMOTIONAL



TEXT READING

VIEWING IMAGES

An additional problem: 
various visual content



Next problems: COLORS

Neil Habrison – Color blindness „Irish from New York”
with implant of „cyber eye”



Different areas of the brain need different time to analyze 

and this is usually a longer time than the registered eye movement 



EYE TRACKING 
MEASUREMENTS



Eyetracer does not distinguish 
between emotional and logical 
perception. 

Averaging perceptual processes.



Gaze and head position Head and gaze tracking of unrestrained marmosets
View ORCID ProfileHjalmar K. Turesson, Thamiris Botelho
Ribeiro Conceição, View ORCID ProfileSidarta Ribeiro
doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/079566 

GAZE PLOT – HEAD MAP PROBLEMS – its not only algorythmics problem

http://orcid.org/0000-0002-8971-5349
http://orcid.org/0000-0001-9325-9545


The solution of this problem is the 

method of topological objects 

reconstructing in the Mind Space



Veslava Osinska, Grzegorz Osinski i
Beata Kwiatkowska. Visuallization in 
Learning: Perception, Aesthetics and 
Pragmatism. In A. Ursyn (Ed.) 
Maximizinq Coqnitive Learninq throuqh
Knowledqe Visualization. Hershey, PA: 
IGI Global 2015, pp. 381-414 



Cole M.W. et al. (2013). Multi-task connectivity 
reveals flexible hubs for adaptive task 

control. Nature Neuroscience; 2013

We can view mind space using EEG 

Osinski G, Information technology of neuroscience

in media coverage, FRP  V6, 234, 2019

http://www.colelab.org/pubs/2013_Cole_NatNeurosci.pdf


BCI – Brain Computer Interface - Vision Reconstruction Prototype (VRP).
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BCI Vision System from WSKSiM Toruń



A similar system is used in Oxford 

University for the analysis of natural 

language 



Heatmaps as visualizations must consider
cognitive corrections.

Gaze plots display movement sequence with 
DELAY of cortical activity. 
Displays gaze motion of each respondent 
separately.

The best solution would be to construct
a neuronal connection corresponding
to eye movement activity



Main measures

• Heatmaps are visualizations which show the general distribution of 
gaze points.

• Fixation map (fixations, i.e. focusing sight on a given element and 
saccades which are quick movements of the eye between successive 
fixations)

fixation, a period in which our eyes are locked toward a specific object. 
Typically, the fixation duration is 100 – 300 ms.

• Gaze plots display movement sequence, order and duration of gaze 
fixation. Displays gaze motion of each respondent separately.



Art Perception



Conclusions
1. Colour composition
red shades are of particular importance. 
2. Contrast
appropriate use of the light-and-shade concept, that highlight contrasts, 
always catch the viewer’s eye.
3. The shape of the human face – is always a particularly eye-catching 

element.
4. Short texts

5. Composition dynamics
The proper composition of key elements should direct the sight to the 
elements we want to expose. No attractive graphically books should be 
positioning in the neighborhood with previously mentioned ones.
Book cover became the visual ID of book and author




